South Town Art Walk
Street Art Scavenger Hunt!!
Things to look for while you’re walking the 2 mile route of
artist studios!
Clue #1: This clue is part of a piece of artwork painted by neighborhood
kids at the annual National Night Out Neighborhood Watch potluck. It
is inspired by the painting “The Olive Trees” by Vincent Van Gogh.

Clue #2: This clue is part of a painting that required permission from the city and a
street closure to paint due to it’s location. It was designed in 2019 by local artist
Diana Ryan and painted with the help of the neighborhood community!

Clue #3: This clue is located near some of the most colorful houses in
South Town. A place where community gardens abound and flowers encircle this
poetry display.

Clue #4: These gnomes you may encounter on your way to the studio with an
outdoor fire and an entire family of artists.

Clue # 5: On a sunny day, in a place where people gather you may notice
these rainbow prisms brightening up the space.

Clue #6: A black and white mandala decorates an unlikely space. Painted by our
very own South Corvallis Mandala Lady.

Clue #7: This galaxy painting appears on a nook where people go searching for
a used book!

Clue #8: This mural is made from more than just paint. Clay is used to add 3D
elements and was made in the ceramic studio that the mural is painted on the side
of.

Clue #9: Flamingo Crossing! You may spot these feathered friends
near an art studio in a yurt and a community garden!

Clue #10: A wooden sunrise decorates the covered area of a local
landscape painters studio.

Clue #11: Some little critters made of Cobb are dancing on the
way to the Happy Tomato Farm Stand.
\
Clue #12: Look for this metal sculpture along the route on a street
without sidewalks.

Clue # 13: You may find this hand painted festive bunch on Vera St.

Thank you for walking the South Town Art
Walk! Wishing everyone peace and joy this Holiday Season in
whatever you celebrate! -the STAW artists!

